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A Perturbed Two-Level Model for Exciton Trapping in Small
Photosynthetic Systems

Oscar J. G. Somsen,* Leonas Valkunas,t and Rienk van Grondelle*
*Free University Amsterdam, Department of Physics and Astronomy, De Boelelaan 1081, 1081 HV Amsterdam, The Netherlands and
tInstitute of Physics, A. Gostauto 12, 2600 Vilnius, Lithuania

ABSTRACT The study of exciton trapping in photosynthetic systems provides significant information about migration
kinetics within the light harvesting antenna (LHA) and the reaction center (RC). We discuss two random walk models for
systems with weakly coupled pigments, with a focus on the application to small systems (10-40 pigments/RC). Details of the
exciton transfer to and from the RC are taken into consideration, as well as migration within the LHA and quenching in the
RC. The first model is obtained by adapting earlier local trap models for application to small systems. The exciton lifetime is
approximated by the sum of three contributions related to migration in the LHA, trapping by the RC, and quenching within
the RC. The second model is more suitable for small systems and regards the finite rate of migration within the LHA as a
perturbation of the simplified model, where the LHA and the RC are each represented by a single pigment level. In this
approximation, the exciton lifetime is the sum of a migration component and a single nonlinear expression for the trapping
and quenching of the excitons. Numerical simulations demonstrate that both models provide accurate estimates of the
exciton lifetime in the intermediate range of 20-50 sites/RC. In combination, they cover the entire range of very small to very
large photosynthetic systems. Although initially intended for regular LHA lattices, the models can also be applied to less
regular systems. This becomes essential as more details of the structure of these systems become available. Analysis with
these models indicates that the excited state decay in LH1 is limited by the average rate at which excitons transfer to the RC
from neighboring sites in the LHA. By comparing this to the average rate of transfer within the LHA, various structural models
that have been proposed for the LH1 core antenna are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Two pigment-protein complexes contribute to the process of
primary photosynthesis. The reaction center (RC) absorbs
sunlight and creates a charge separation with the energy.
This occurs on a time scale of 1-10 ps in a variety organ-
isms and is largely irreversible. The RC is assisted by a light
harvesting antenna (LHA). This network of pigment-protein
complexes contains 20-10,000 densely (; 1 pigments/nm2)
packed pigments per RC, in a variety of structural organi-
zations. They absorb additional light and direct it to the RC
(van Grondelle et al., 1994). In the presence of an LHA,
excited state decay slows down to 50-100 ps, with surpris-
ingly little dependence on the size of the antenna. Because
this is short with respect to loss channels such as fluores-
cence (= 1 ns), the quantum yield of trapping is hardly
affected. However, the lifetime increase can be observed
and provides information about the structural organization
of the LHA-RC system.
A suitable system to study the excited-state decay is the

photosynthetic purple bacterium Rhodospirillum (Rs.)
rubrum. It contains a single antenna species (LH1), which
forms a well-defined core complex, the photosynthetic unit
(PSU), around the RC at a fixed stoichiometry of 24 bac-
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teriochlorophyll (Bchl) a pigments and 12 pairs of a small
a- and /3-polypeptide, each with a single membrane span-
ning helix (Cogdell et al., 1982; Aagaard and Sistrom, 1972;
Stark et al., 1983; Meckenstock et al., 1992). A six-fold
symmetric structure around the RC was observed with elec-
tron microscopy (Stark et al., 1983), indicating that the basic
unit of the PSU is either af3Bchl2 or a2f32Bchl4. Single
af3Bchl2 units, the so-called "B820" subunits, have been
isolated from LH1 (Loach et al., 1985; Visschers et al.,
1991). In reconstituted PSUs, a ringlike structure of 16
a/3Bchl2 subunits was recently observed with high resolu-
tion electron microscopy (Karrasch et al., 1995). Triplet-
minus-singlet spectroscopy (van Mourik et al., 1991;
Visschers et al., 1991) and the similarity between the spec-
tra of B820 and LH1 indicate that the Bchl pigments from
strongly coupled dimers in a head-tail configuration. A
number of PSUs are organized in larger clusters.

Exciton kinetics in the LHI core complex

Much research has been done regarding the excited-state
kinetics in the LH1 core antenna. The overall exciton life-
time is 60 ps (Freiberg et al., 1989; Timpmann et al., 1991;
Pullerits et al., 1994). This is a combined result of migration
in the LHA, transfer between the LHA and the RC, and the
sharing of one decay channel in the RC by many pigments.
These three processes have also been studied separately.
The charge separation takes 3-3.5 ps in isolated RCs (Mar-
tin et al., 1986), and 4.5 ps in membranes (Schmidt et al.,
1993). Its rate has not been observed in intact systems.
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Direct information about exciton transfer within the an-
tenna is obtained from singlet-singlet annihilation studies.
This process occurs when two or more excitons are present
in one domain; it does not involve the RC. It was observed
by measuring the fluorescence quantum yield (Bakker et al.,
1983; den Hollander et al., 1983; Trinkunas and Valkunas,
1989) or excited-state decay kinetics (Valkunas, 1989a;
Valkunas et al., 1995) as a function of the excitation light
intensity. From these studies, the transfer (or "hopping")
time between neighboring pigments was estimated to be
0.65 ps. This fast transfer, which takes at most a few
picoseconds, is confirmed by polarization decay in time-
resolved absorption and fluorescence measurements (van
Grondelle et al., 1987). In recent upconversion experiments,
the fluorescence polarization decay time was determined to
be 0.35 ps (Bradforth et al., 1995). In addition, a transient
red shift of absorption difference spectra was observed on a
time scale of 0.3 ps and attributed to thermal equilibration
within the antenna (Visser et al., 1995).

Transfer between neighboring PSUs also takes place.
This was demonstrated by observing the fluorescence quan-
tum yield as a function of the fraction of closed RCs
(Vredenberg and Duysens, 1963; Bakker et al., 1983; den
Hollander et al., 1983), and by singlet-singlet (Valkunas,
1989b) and singlet-triplet annihilation studies (Monger and
Parson, 1970).

Transfer between LHA and RC has been investigated by
selective excitation of the RC. Time resolved experiments
in Rs. rubrum indicate that 20-30% of the excitons "es-
cape" to the LHA (Timpmann et al., 1993). Similar conclu-
sions were obtained by pump-probe experiments on Chro-
matium minutissimum (Abdourakhmanov et al., 1989),
Rhodobacter capsulatus (Xiao et al., 1994), and Rhodo-
pseudomonas (Rps.) viridis (Timpmann et al., 1995). Pub-
lished steady-state fluorescence excitation spectra of Rps.
viridis, and 6 K of Rps. viridis and Rs. rubrum indicate that
fluorescence is completely quenched upon selective excita-
tion of the RC (Otte et al., 1993), but some amount of
escape was observed in other excitation spectra (Visschers
et al., personal communication). This difference may be due
to the presence of a small fraction of PSUs without a
functional RC.

Finally, the effect of the kinetics within the RC on the
trapping process was investigated in site-specific RC mu-
tants of Rhodobacter sphaeroides (Beekman et al., 1994)
lacking LH2. The variation of the time-constant of charge
separation, from 3.5 to 15 ps in these mutants, has limited
effect on the exciton lifetime in the LHA, in accordance
with the idea that charge separation is not the limiting step
(Valkunas et al., 1992; Somsen et al., 1994).

Energy migration models

To interpret all this data within a consistent LH1 model, it
is necessary to describe the relation between the model's
structure and the exciton transfer kinetics. Various theories

have been developed, initially to explain the fluorescence
properties of concentrated dye solutions. As described by
Forster, the rate of transfer between weakly interacting
pigments is proportional to the spectral overlap of the flu-
orescence spectrum of the donor, the absorption spectrum of
the acceptor, and the square of the electronic interaction
between them (Forster, 1965). In the case of dipole-dipole
interaction it falls off with the sixth power of the distance.
This situation changes when the excitonic interaction is of
the same order or stronger than the energetic disorder. In
that case a set of delocalized states is formed, and transfer
occurs between such states instead. In LH1 strong dimer
interaction has been demonstrated and even further delocal-
ization has been proposed (Dracheva et al., 1994).
Once the transfer between individutal pigments is known,

a kinetic model of the photosynthetic system can be con-
structed (Pullerits and Freiberg, 1992). In the simplest rep-
resentation, the pigments of LHA and RC are sites on a
regular lattice. Trapping is modelled by including the
charge separation as an additional decay rate at the RC site.
A set of differential equations describes the exciton kinetics.
In view of the increasing knowledge about the composition
and structure of LHI and other antennas, deviations from
this regular model may be considered. First, the large size of
the RC protein with respect to the af3Bchl2 unit of LHL
implies that transfer to and from the RC is slow, but also
that the RC has more neighbors than the sites within the
LHA. Second, the clustering of pigments may lead to de-
localization or differentiation of transfer rates, which may
be aggravated by the effects of pigment orientations. Fi-
nally, the transfer rates within the PSU may differ from the
rates to neighboring PSUs.

These considerations can partly be included as correc-
tions to the regular lattice model. For example, the altered
transfer to and from the RC (but not the number of neigh-
bors) can be included as additional parameters. The strongly
coupled dimer in LH1 can be represented by a single site. In
principle, both excitonic states must be considered, but in
the typical head-tail configuration, the blue-shifted state
contains almost no dipole strength and is not populated if
the excitonic splitting is larger than the Boltzmann factor.
Therefore, this state can be disregarded. Similarly, larger
clusters can also be treated as a single site if internal
equilibration is faster than the transfer between clusters.
Care should be taken when interpreting rate parameters in
such a model, because they correspond to mean values of
the microscopic parameters.

In addition to these structural irregularities, observation
of a time-dependent shift in transient absorption spectra
(Visser et al., 1995) has indicated that, even at room tem-
perature, spectral differences between individual pigments
(inhomogeneous broadening) may play a role. Earlier, these
effects were only observed at cryogenic temperatures
(Timpmann et al., 1991). In this paper we assume that the
effects of spectral heterogeneity on the overall exciton life-
time can be ignored at room temperature. If necessary, they
can be described by perturbation approaches that were pre-
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viously applied for intermediate temperatures (Somsen
et al., 1994; Valkunas et al., 1994).

Although the paragraphs above indicate that a regular
lattice model may reproduce the exciton decay kinetics, a
rather large number of microscopic parameters is required
even to describe the exciton kinetics in the relatively simple
photosynthetic system of Rs. rubrum. It is important to
determine how these parameters affect the overall kinetics,
and for this purpose some kind of analytical approximation
of the exciton kinetics is necessary. Previously, the RC was
modelled as a local perturbation of a homogeneous lattice
by two groups who investigated the integrated exciton pop-
ulation (Hemenger et al., 1972; Pearlstein, 1982) and the
longest time kinetics (Valkunas et al., 1986; Kudzmauskas
et al., 1983). We demonstrate in Theory, that these ap-
proaches are similar and exploit this to obtain additional
information about the exciton decay process. However, both
approaches fail when energy migration within the LHA is
fast in comparison to its delivery to the RC, especially when
the LHA is small. We develop an alternative model by
regarding this finite migration as a perturbation instead.
These approaches are compared to numerically simulated
kinetics of small systems (' 64 sites), and in Analysis they
are applied to investigate room temperature kinetics in Rs.
rubrum and to obtain information about the structural orga-
nization of LHl core antenna in this bacterium. Preliminary
conclusions can be drawn on the amount of clustering of the
pigments and on the pigment orientations.

THEORY

At sufficiently low excitation light intensities, the excited
state kinetics of an LHA complex of N pigments can
be expressed in the time dependent populations xn of site
n = 0, * *, N - 1, which satisfy:

dnN-i d
dn = E Wnmxm or d= Wx (1)

m=O

where Wnm is the rate of transfer from pigment m to n,
W,, the decay rate from pigment n, and Wnn = -Wn -

ImOn W. represents the total transfer rate away from site
n. The N X N rate matrix W has N negative eigenvalues An
that correspond to the decay rates. However, experimental
kinetics typically show only the slowest decay (AO) from a
semi-equilibrium state. The other eigenvalues represent
rapid equilibrations that are not only much faster, but also
have a small amplitude, e.g., (AO/An)2 in homogeneous
lattices.

Local trap models

Hemenger et al. (1972) proposed to study exciton quench-
ing on a lattice with traps by means of the zeroth moment of
the total population, which is an estimate of the decay time

in the case of approximately monoexponential decay (Pearl-
stein, 1982; Knox, 1968):

MO= (xn(t) dt CUT dt = T

O n=O O

(2)

On a regular lattice where the trap is modeled by a decay
rate y on pigment n = 0 and transfer rates WT and WD to and
from this site respectively, MO was expressed analytically.
The most elegant form (Pearlstein (1982), Eq. 15) is ob-
tained with restriction to nearest neighbor transfer and ho-
mogeneous excitation of the LHA (Xn(t) = 8nOPRC + (1-
'SnO)PRC):

MO(PRC) = + (1 - PRC)(TT + Tmig) (3)

- TQ + (1 - PRC) TFP

whereT,g and ST can be regarded as the times needed for
migration through the LHA and to the RC, and TQ as the
average time needed to quench the exciton after that:

WT + WD(N- 1) 1
TQ = WT Y

N-1
(VF'W1)TTz W V

(4)
N2

Trl}ig = N-1I hd(N)Wh

Besides the coordination number z (i.e., the number of
neighbors to each pigment) and the dimension d, the only
dependence on the LHA lattice is included through the
structure function hd(N) in the migration time Tmig (see Eq.
A7). Its value is shown in Fig. 1 for a variety of LHA
structures and varies only mildly over a range of lattice
sizes, except for linear arrays. The expression for Mo can be
used directly to analyze fluorescence experiments. If the
radiative lifetime of all sites is equal to STF, the quantum
yield (QY) is QY = Mo/Ip. This result may be applied to
obtain the "escape" ratio (a) of fluorescence quantum yield
after selective excitation of the RC and the LHA respec-
tively, as described in the introduction:

QYRC MO(1) TQ
aM== =--QYLHA MO(O) TQ + TFP (5)

On the other hand, Mo cannot always be used to estimate the
exciton lifetime (T). Especially in small systems if Tr is
larger than TQ, Mo shows considerable pRC dependence;
whereas the exciton lifetime depends only on the rate ma-
trix, and not on initial conditions.
An explicit description of the exciton decay times

was developed by Valkunas, Kudzmauskas, and Liuolia
(Kudzmauskas et al., 1983; Valkunas et al., 1986). By
means of the Green's function formalism for the same LHA
lattices as discussed above, an equation for the N decay
times corresponding to the eigenvalues of the rate matrix
was obtained (see Appendix A, Eq. A4 or Valkunas et al.
(1986), Eq. 25), which allows a graphical analysis. Al-
though the equation cannot be solved analytically, the au-
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FIGURE 1 The structure function hd(N) plotted
against the LHA size (N). The drawn curves repre-
sent one- (linear), two- (square, hexagonal), and
three-dimensional (cubic) LHA lattices (with peri-
odic boundary conditions). The crosses mark an

LHA structure of 12 sites on a ring around the RC.
In the bottom case, transfer between the RC and all
sites is included. In the other cases, six sites are

connected to the RC. The connected sites clustered
in groups of one, two, or three sites.

3 N

thors obtained an approximation for large LHAs by ignoring

all terms of order T2 and 1/N. In smaller systems this is not
correct, but an alternative approximation can be obtained by
expressing T as a power series in y (see Eq. Al 1):

(WT WD(N- 1)) + O(Y)aMO(PEQ) + 0(Y)

(6)

Remarkably, this approximation of the longest lifet
expressed in terms of MO by setting PRC = PEQ e

hypothetical thermal- population of the RC. The fa(
the average and the longest lifetime are given by c
sion makes the estimates more reliable. Although
kinetics is neither purely "sequential" nor purely "p;
exciton lifetime is approximately as a sum of threc
stants. In Eq. 6, the migration and trapping times ar

FIGURE 2 Schematic representation of the LHA-RC
complex (a) and its two-level approximation (b) where
the antenna is represented by a single level. The transfer
rate (Wh) between neighboring sites in (a) is no longer
regarded in (b). The transfer (WT and WD) between the
RC and its neighboring sites on the LHA, is replaced by
overall transfer (WT and WD) between the levels. The
free energy difference (AG) is less than the energy

difference (AE) because the larger number of sites
shifts the equilibrium toward the LHA.

ime can be
qual to the
et that both
me expres-

the exciton
arallel," the
a time con-

*e scaled by

WT and WD. This effect disappears for large systems, in which
case an even simpler expression is obtained (Valkunas et al.,
1986; Somsen et al., 1994). The analogy between the average
and longest lifetime can be taken even further to demonstrate
that T > MO(pEQ) is in fact a lower limit. In most practical
circumstances MO(O) is an upper limit.

Perturbed two-level model

The local trap approaches are correct if the RC has only a

localized effect on the exciton kinetics of the LHA. In small
(N s 10) systems such as LH1, this may not be the case.

However, in such cases the equilibration within the antenna is
typically fast and may give rise to an alternative approach. In
the limit if infmnitely fast migration (Wj 1 = 0), the LHA
behaves as if it were a single supernolecule, because the

j ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a

ILI3

b

I----- -------------------::-- ;E7 jAG
I ly~~~~~~~

L~~~~~~~~4 fI~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~C~~-
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population of all sites remains equal. As illustrated in Fig. 2,
the exciton kinetics are then reproduced by a model with two
levels: one for the LHA and one for the RC. In this model, the
finite migration can be included as a perturbation.

Let us first consider the simple two-level model. The
exciton kinetics are expressed in terms of the effective
transfer rates between the two levels:

1 N-1 ZWT
WT = N Won Nl-

n=- (7)

1N-1
WD = WnO = ZWD

n=1

The second equalities are correct in the case of nearest
neighbor transfer, as long as pigment orientations are ig-
nored. The two time constants of this system, corresponding
to equilibration (T+ = - 1/A+) and exciton decay (T_ =
-V1/A), are obtained with a single expression:

Yy+ WT+ WD (y + WT + WD)2 -4YWT_ - - 2 ~~~~~~~~~~~(8)

In addition, the escape ratio of the fluorescence quantum
yield after homogeneous excitation of the RC and the LHA,
respectively, is equal to:

QYRC WT + WD (9)
QYLHA -Y +WT + WD

Based on these results we can now consider the case of
finite migration by expressing the exciton lifetime as a
power series in W-1. This procedure is discussed in Ap-
pendix B. It requires careful consideration, because the rate
matrix W is singular at W 1 = 0. The two time constants
are then expressed as (see Eq. B13):

(W-'=-1 -j+ (N- 1) (WT + A)2 + WTWD (10)

X gd(N)Wj1 + o (W-2)

0.14

0.12
FIGURE 3 The two-level structure function gd(N)
plotted against the LHA size (N). The drawn curves 0.1
represent one- (linear), two- (square, hexagonal), and
three-dimensional (cubic) LHA lattices (with periodic t O 08
boundary conditions). The crosses mark a LHA struc-
ture of 12 sites on a ring around the RC. In the bottom 0. 06
case transfer between the RC and all sites is included.
In the other cases, six sites are connected to the RC. 0. 04
The connected sites clustered in groups of one, two, or
three sites.

0

A similar refinement may be obtained for the escape ratio.
The function gd(N) is defined in Eq. B 12 and relates only to
the structure of the LHA. It is equivalent to the structure
function hd(N) of the local trap model. The two-level struc-
ture function is plotted in Fig. 3 for various lattice organi-
zations.

Although they are different in nature, qualitative compar-
isons can be made between the perturbed two-level approx-
imation and the two local trap approximations discussed
above. In both cases, a migration time proportional to

h can be separated out. This migration time is not
completely independent of the RC, but the correction ap-
pears as a scaling factor, which is in all cases smaller than
but near to unity. The trapping time, obtained as T_ in the
two-level model, cannot in general be expressed as the sum
of the times needed for delivery to and quenching by the
RC. However, this property changes for large N. In that case
WT becomes arbitrarily small, and Eq. 10 reduces to:

WD 1I VI-. ++gd(N)W hWT Y WT
(1 1)

This compares very well with the result in Eq. 4 and
explains some of the differences between the two structure
functions. In Eq. 4, TT is expressed as the perturbation of the
delivery time and includes a contribution proportional to
Wh 1. Alternatively, this contribution can be included in the
migration time, as is effectively done in the perturbed two-
level approximation. In that case an offset is subtracted from
the structure function hd(N), which makes it more compa-
rable to gd(N).

In Fig. 4, the exciton lifetimes predicted by the local
trap (Eq. 6) and perturbed two-level approximations (Eq.
10) are compared with numerical results for square LHA
lattices. A simplified local trap approximation (Valkunas
et al., 1986; Somsen et al., 1994) is added for illustration.
The local trap approximation becomes accurate for LHAs
with more than 30 or so pigments. They are less accurate
if trapping or detrapping is slower than hopping within
the LHA. The perturbed two-level approximation is cor-

linear

3

hexagonal
2

1 ~~~~~~~~~cubic

30 N

Somsen et al. 673
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10

FIGURE 4 The effect LHA-size and magnitude of
the perturbation WT,WD on the approximations for the
exciton lifetime. Shown is the exciton lifetime, divided
by the LHA-size (N) as a function the length (N"2) of
its sides. As described in the text, numerical results
(connected points) are compared to those of the normal
(X) and simplified (O) local trap model and the two-
level model (+). In each calculation y-1 = 2.5 ps,
whereas two different values are used for WT 1 = WD1
as indicated in the plot. An unusually slow value for the
hopping rate (Wh' = 10 ps) was used for illustration
purposes.

8

6

4

2

0

rect in small as well as large LHAs, and a large overlap
exists where both approximations can be used success-
fully. To further test the approximations, simulations
were carried out on a 4 X 4 LHA lattice with a range of
values for WT, WD, and Wh (data not shown). At the
expense of a more complicated expression, the perturbed
two-level approximation is in all cases superior to the
local trap approximation. In some cases, Eq. 10 breaks
down for WD < WT and can be improved by using
MO(1/N) instead.

Finally, simulations were carried out for ring-shaped
models (data not shown). The accuracy of the approxima-
tions was similar to those in the square lattice, even though
the theoretical description of the local trap is not valid for
such models.

ANALYSIS

With the tools developed above, we now investigate the
relation between kinetics and structure of the LH1 core
antenna of Rs. rubrum. This is done with the experimental
data that were discussed in the Introduction. The exciton
lifetime increases from y-1 = 4.5 ps in membrane bound
RCs to T = 60 ps in the presence of the LH1 antenna
protein. The escape ratio a (of fluorescence QYs upon
selective excitation of the RC and the LHA, respectively) is
not unambiguously determined. We adopt the range a =

0.2-0.3 and perform the calculations below for both values.
In this analysis, we assume that the N - 1 = 12 pigment

dimers in the antenna behave like single sites. Considering
the size of the RC and the sixfold symmetry observed in
isolated LH1 by electron microscopy (Stark et al., 1983),
these must be arranged around the RC either as six groups
of two dimers or as twelve separate dimers.

For the rate of hopping between neighboring sites, we
adopt the value Wh 1 = 0.65 ps, obtained by analysis of
singlet-singlet annihilation with a two-dimensional model
(Valkunas, 1989; Trinkunas and Valkunas, 1989; Valkunas

et al., 1995). This may not be correct if the organization is
a one-dimensional ring, as in the single PSU; but it is a
reasonable estimate if we assume that fast transfer takes
place between neighboring PSUs, because this partially
restores the two dimensional nature of the lattice.

In the following, the structure-kinetics relation is an-
alyzed with the local trap and the perturbed two-level
approximation. This analysis is done in two steps. First,
the average rate of transfer between the LHA and the RC
is estimated. This can be done with few assumptions
about the structure. Second, this average rate is inter-
preted in terms of more detailed structural models.

Local trap approximation

The data above may be analyzed with the combined results
of the averaged and the longest lifetime approach. First we
consider from Eq. 5 that:

TQ TFp I1-a=a= = 4 - 2.3
TQ + TFP TQ a (12)

Apparently, the low escape ratio implies that the excited
state decay in the PSU is limited by the first passage time.
This can be further evaluated by rewriting Eq. 6:

TMo(peq) = TQ ( -TQ

<TQ = ar + (1- a)y 1
(13)

Again, the value of a determines whether the kinetics is
limited by TFp or by TQ. From Eqs. 12 and 13, we estimate
TQ = 16-21 ps and TF = 62-49 ps. From, the quenching
time (TQ), the thermal equilibrium population of the RC can
directly be obtained (see Eq. 4). The estimate PFQ = 0.29-
0.21 is somewhat larger than 1/N, which indicates that the
RC may be red shifted by 26-20 nm with respect to the
main band of the LHA. Note that this refers to the positions
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of the zero phonon lines, and not necessarily to the maxima
of the absorption bands.
The first passage time is the sum of the time needed for

migration in the LHA and transfer to the RC (TFp = TIIlig +
TT, see Eq. 4). To estimate the former, we consider a

hexagonal lattice with the values N - 1 = 12 and Wh =
0.65 ps, so that ha(N) = 0.12 (see Fig. 1) finally yields
TiIlig = 1.1 ps. Other lattices lead to similar values. This
indicates that the first passage time is largely determined
by TT, and the effective trapping rate (defined in Eq. 7) can
be estimated WT-1 = (zWT/(N - 1)) 1 = 63-50 ps. Sur-
prisingly, the first value is slightly larger than T itself. This
may be related to the deterioration of the approximation in
slow detrapping cases, as was discussed in the simulations.
This can be avoided by using M0(1/N) as an approximation
for T, which indeed leads to slightly smaller estimates for
WT (not shown). Individual trapping rates WT can only be
obtained if the coordination number (z) is known. For a
12-fold symmetric PSU, z = 12, but its number varies
considerably for any other arrangement of the LHA sites.
This will be discussed below.

Finally, let us consider how the estimates of WT and PEQ
depend on the experimental parameters. Because of the fast
hopping, WT is virtually independent of Wh as well as N.
The estimate of pEQis also independent of these parameters.
The sensitivity of WT to -y is limited to the small effect in
Eq. 13. The effect on PEQ and consequently the red shift of
the RC is somewhat larger. The relation of exciton lifetime
and escape ratio to the effective rates of trapping and
detrapping is illustrated in Fig. 5. The detrapping rate WD =
ZWD depends strongly on a, but is almost independent of the
actual value of T. In contrast, WT 1 scales approximately
proportional to T and depends only mildly on a.

Perturbed two-level approximation

A similar analysis is possible with the two-level model. This
model is implicitly expressed in terms of the effective rather
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than individual transfer rates, and requires no additional
assumptions to estimate these parameters.

First, we consider the migration component to the exciton
lifetime (see Eq. 10). It vanishes if trapping to the RC
occurs equally fast from all LHA sites; but in practice, some
amount of migration is present, because asymmetry of the
RC favors transfer to and from a subset of the LHA sites.
We include this by assuming that only two groups of three
sites on either side of the ring of LHA sites are connected to
the RC (case 3 in Fig. 3). Although Eq. 10 depends on
several, as yet unknown, parameters, an upper limit of the
migration component is simple to obtain. The two-level
structure function is gd(N) = 0.08; and with N - 1 = 12 and
h= 0.65 ps, the migration component is faster than 0.6

ps. Because other structural models lead to even smaller
values, we ignore the migration component in the calcula-
tions below.
The kinetics of the two-level models are expressed in Eq.

8 where the exciton lifetime T =-Al1 = 60 ps. To get a
better impression of the relation between the rate parame-
ters, the equation may be rewritten as:

WT=-A 'Y+ WT+ WD + A-)WT -A-
(14)

With sufficiently slow trapping and detrapping (WT +
WD << y) the exciton lifetime is limited by trapping, i.e.,
WT - A_. Whether or not this is the case is deter-
mined by the escape ratio. This may be seen by rewriting
Eq. 9:

WT+ WD a

y 1-a
(15)

from which we obtain directly (WT+ WD)-1 = 4-2.3,y-1 =
18-10 ps. A combination of the two equations leads to WT 1

= 51-44 ps, which is 10-20% faster than the estimates
obtained with the local trap approximation above.
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Finally, we consider again how these estimates are af-
fected by the experimental parameters. Because we have
ignored the contribution of migration, WT and WD are inde-
pendent of the value of Wh and also of the value of N. In
addition, the estimate of WT is nearly independent of y, but
WD may be strongly affected. The sensitivity of the esti-
mates to T and a, is investigated in Fig. 6, by displaying
them as a function of WT and WD in a contour plot. The plots
are similar to those of the local trap model, but show more
clearly that the estimate of WT depends only mildly on a.
Moreover, W- I C T = 60 ps poses an upper limit to the
effective trapping time, independent of a. WD is determined
by a, and especially its lower limit is uncertain if escape
ratios smaller than 0.2 are possible.

Interpretation of the effective trapping rate

The results in the previous pages may be summarized by
concluding that the effective trapping rate (see Eq. 7) is
almost certainly within the range WT 1 =_63-44 ps. The
estimate of the effective detrapping rate (WD) is less clear
due to the uncertainty of the escape ratio (a). Within rea-
sonable limits, any model that satisfies this condition repro-
duces the experimentally observed exciton trapping kinet-
ics. This can however be achieved in different ways, and
parameters can be varied to comply with other kinetic data.
For example, the condition is satisfied if all LHA sites are
connected to the RC and deliver excitons at a rate between
63 and 44 ps, but also if only half the sites are connected to
the RC at a rate between 32 and 22 ps. In the extreme case
that only one site delivers excitons to the RC, a transfer rate
of 5-4 ps is required.

In all cases the delivery rates are considerably slower
than the transfer between neighboring pigments in the an-
tenna (W l1 = 0.65 ps), indicating that the distance (r) from
the antenna sites to the (special pair of the) RC is larger than
the distance (a) between neighboring sites in the antenna,
because of the larger size of the RC protein. Assuming
Forster transfer, the first case requires a distance ratio rla =

(63-44/0.65)1/6 = 2.1-2.0, which agrees reasonably well
with the organization of 12 sites on a ring around the RC.
Nevertheless, various other models deserve a more detailed
consideration. For this purpose, a number of factors have to
be considered before we can discuss various standardized
models.

In Forster's theory (Forster, 1965) the exciton transfer
between weakly coupled pigments depends on their posi-
tions, orientations and spectral properties. The transfer rate
W between two sites at distance r can be expressed as:

K2
W=W0-f(A) (16)

Here, f(A) is the relative (f(O) = 1) spectral overlap be-
tween the fluorescence spectrum of the donor and absorp-
tion of the acceptor as a function of the energetic separation
A between them. The orientation factor K2 is derived from
the orientation factor K for dipole-dipole interaction (see Eq.
C1) and varies between 0 and 4. Finally, W0 is the transfer
rate that would have been obtained at unit distance, with
A = 0 and K = 1 (e.g., a sandwich dimer).

Equation 16 can be used to estimate distance ratios pro-
vided that transfer rates between individual sites are known.
In the simplest case that transfer to the RC occurs from a
number of neighboring sites at one fixed rate (WT), the
coordination number (z) of the RC is needed. In the 12-fold
symmetric PSU, z = 12, if the 12 LHA dimers are grouped
in 6 dimer pairs, z can be either 6 or 12 depending on the
arrangement; and if asymmetry of the RC limits trapping to
only one or a few sites, the coordination number may even
decrease down to z = 1. In each case WT can be calculated
with Eq. 7.
A more refined estimate is obtained by considering that,

notwithstanding the strong distance dependence, a relevant
amount of trapping may still occur from sites farther away
from the RC. This can be corrected for by using an effective
coordination number that includes these sites, scaled by the
sixth power of their relative distance to the RC.
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Secondly, the orientation factors K2 may be taken into
account, because these cause considerable variation of the
transfer rates from individual LHA sites to the RC. The
approaches above yield the average transfer rate over all z
neighboring sites to the RC and must be analyzed with the
average orientation factor (K2). Its value is calculated in
Appendix C for a ring of LHA sites with the RC in the
origin. If all transition dipole moments are parallel to the
plane of the ring, and the transition dipole moment of each
LHA site is at a fixed angle ()) with its position vector, the
average orientation factor in such models is (see Eq. C4):

1 +3cos4)2
(K2) = 2(17)

Its value is independent of the number of LHA sites and the
orientation of the RC, but increases by a factor of 4 when
the pigment orientation changes from tangential (4) = w12)
to radial (() = 0). As discussed in Appendix C, the variation
with is reduced if there is a vertical separation between
RC and the LHA sites. For transfer within the LHA we

assume the value (K2) = 5/4, obtained by averaging over all
configurations in a plane.
As a further refinement, f(A) may be somewhat larger

than unity because the negative energetic separation that we
obtained earlier in this section is favorable for the spectral
overlap. This is not included in the calculations below,
which leads to a slight underestimation of the distance ratio
rla. Other factors such as dielectric constants and homoge-
neous bandwidths are included in WO in Eq. 16. Because the
LHA sites as well as the (special pair of the) RC are

FIGURE 7 Four schematic models for
the LHl core antenna of Rs. rubrum. See
Table 1 and accompanying text. Central
circle in each case is the RC protein with
the special pair (the site that actually ac-

cepts the exciton) represented by a black
disk. Grouped around it are the LHA
proteins. In models (a) and (d) the LHA
sites are represented by a gray dot. In
models (b) and (c) the LHA sites are

grouped in pairs. The two extreme cases

of the distances between sites within a

pair are represented by two gray and
white disks respectively. The gray el-
lipses in (b) and (c) mark the relative area

of the RC- and LHA-polypeptide, esti-
mated from the number of transmem-
brane helices (4 in each pair ofLHA units
and 11 in the RC).

composed of a Bchl a dimer, WO is assumed equal for all
interactions.

Comparison to standardized models

With the considerations above, Eq. 16 can be applied to
estimate the distance ratio:

r 6 (WT) 1WO(K2)f(A) 6 (WT)> I (K2)
a (Wh) 1WOh(Kh)fh(O) (Wh)'

I (K2) (18)

from the kinetic parameters. The index "h" in the denomi-
nator denotes the parameters for hopping within the LHA.
The averages in the numerator are taken over the neighbor-
ing sites of the RC. The average trapping rate (WT) is
obtained from WT and the coordination number. This anal-
ysis can be carried out for various models, and then com-
pared with the actual distance ratio within such a model.
Four standardized models are illustrated in Fig. 7. In (a) the
12 pigment dimers are symmetrically distributed on a ring
around the RC. In (b) and (c) the dimers are grouped in six
pairs. Two extreme cases are shown where the dimer pairs
are organized either tangentially (b) to the ring around the
RC or radially (c). To characterize the paired nature, the
ratio of the intra- and interpair distance is varied between
0.3 and 0.6. The monocoordinate model is illustrated in (d).
The analysis of the exciton lifetime is carried out in Table

1. For each model, the effective coordination number is
evaluated, which leads to the individual trapping rates,
averaged over the nearest neighbors around the RC. The

a
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TABLE I Estimated distortion of antenna by RC

(WT) -
Estimated r/a

Model
Model z (ps) 4 =O 4 = rr/2 rla

12-Fold symmetry 12 63-44 2.3-2.2 1.8-1.7 1.9
Six-pair, tangential 12 63-44 2.1-1.9 1.6-1.5 1.2-1.4

(0.3-0.6)
Six-pair, radial 6.4-7.2 38-23 1.9-1.8 1.5-1.4 1.0-0.9

(0.3-0.6)
Mono-coordinate RC 1 5-4 1.3-1.2 <1.9

distance ratio rla is then estimated with Eq. 18 for two
orientations of the transition dipole moments either parallel
(4 = 0) or perpendicular (4 = iT/2) to the radius of the ring.
In model (d) the orientation factor is assumed equal to that
for hopping. In models (b) and (c) a hopping rate twice as

slow (Wh41 = 1.3 ps) is assumed, as a rough compensation
for the faster singlet-singlet annihilation in such paired
structures. In the last column of Table 1, the distance ratio is
calculated for each model in Fig. 7. In models (b) and (c) the
lattice spacing a is replaced by an effective pair-pair distance,
which reproduces the average transfer between the pairs.
As illustrated in the first row of the table, the distance

ratio in the 12-fold symmetric model falls within the limits
estimated from the data. It indicates that all transition dipole
moments are tangential along the ring around the RC or at
a small angle with it.
The dimer pair models are investigated in the second and

third rows. The estimated distance ratios are somewhat
smaller than for the 12-fold symmetric model because of the
smaller coordination number (third row) and the corrected
value used for the hopping rate (second and third rows).
However, the models in Fig. 7, b and c lead to considerably
smaller distance ratios. In the presented form, these models
do not agree with the kinetic data. In the tangentially orga-

nized model (b), the difference between the estimated and
model values is not too large and may be repaired by further
increasing the ratio of the intra- and interpair distances. In
that case, the model becomes more similar to the 12-fold
symmetric model, but may differ from it because the orien-
tation of the two dimers in a pair is not necessarily the same.

However, both dimers must be oriented more or less tan-
gentially with respect to the ring around the RC. A purely
radially organized model (c) cannot be reconciled with the
kinetic data. This conclusion is confirmed by the estimated
size of the LHA polypeptide, relative to that of the RC. As
illustrated in Fig. 7 c, the radially organized model requires
the pigments to be positioned too near to the outer edge of
the polypeptide.

For comparison, the monocoordinate RC model is inves-
tigated in the fourth row of Table 1. In the most extreme
case, relatively fast trapping occurs from one LHA site,
which allows a considerably smaller distance between the
RC and its neighboring LHA site. Only an upper limit of the
distance ratio rla is obtained from the model in Fig. 7 d. If
the monocoordinate behavior is caused by positioning of the
RC site, it must be placed approximately halfway between

the LHA pigments and the center of the ring. However, in
such a case additional trapping will occur from other LHA
sites, which complicates the calculation. A monocoordinate
model can also be realized by polarizability changes in the
medium between the RC and a selected LHA site. This model
was more extensively discussed by Pearlstein et al. (1992).

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have discussed models for exciton trapping
in structurally heterogeneous photosynthetic systems and
applied these to the LH1 core antenna of photosynthetic
purple bacteria. We focused on the distortion of the antenna
(LHA) lattice by the presence of a large RC, and included
cases of small (N ' 10 sites) PSUs. The investigation is
mainly based on: 1) comparison of the overall exciton
lifetime to kinetic time constants observed within the LHA
and the RC, and 2) the observed escape ratio of fluorescence
quantum yields upon selective excitation of the RC and the
LHA respectively.
Two theories that model the trap as a local perturbation of

a homogeneous lattice (Hemenger et al., 1972; Valkunas
et al., 1986) were compared and adapted to small PSUs. The
exciton lifetime is a sum of three contributions related to
migration in the LHA, trapping to the RC, and charge
separation in the RC. The first two contributions are scaled
by (1 - PRC), where PRC is either the initial population of
the RC or its thermal population (PEQ), depending on
whether the average lifetime or an approximation of the
slowest decay component is calculated. The scaling can be
appreciable in small PSUs, which indicates that the pertur-
bation by the RC is no longer local in such systems,
but affects the entire PSU. Numerical simulations indi-
cate that the approximation is accurate when PEQ < 1/N.
If it is larger, a better approximation is obtained by setting
PRC = 1/N.
An alternative model was explicitly developed for small

PSUs where migration is fast, and thus the exciton popula-
tion of all LHA sites is approximately equal. In first ap-
proximation, the PSU is modeled by two levels: one for the
LHA and one for the RC. This is refined by including the
finite migration rate as a perturbation. Again, the exciton
lifetime contains a migration component, but the trapping
and charge separation can no longer be separated and lead to
a single nonlinear expression. Numerical simulations indi-
cated that the exciton decay kinetics in PSUs of intermedi-
ate size (N = 20-50) are accurately approximated by this
perturbed two-level approach as well as by the local trap
approach. In combination, they cover the entire range from
very small to very large PSUs.
Both approaches were used independently to investi-

gate the exciton decay kinetics of the LH1 core antenna
of Rs. rubrum at room temperature. With few assump-
tions about the structure, the effective rates of trapping
(WT) to and detrapping (WD) from the RC were estimated.
Because WT and WD are slow with respect to the charge
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separation rate, the excitation lifetime (T = 60 ps) is
limited by the trapping process. More detailed calcula-
tions yield WTj1 = 63-44 ps and a less certain estimate
of WD. This functions as a constraint for more detailed
models that include the number of sites in the PSU, the
coordination number of the RC, and orientation and
clustering of pigments. In any case, the transfer between
the RC and its neighboring sites in the LHA is consid-
erably slower than the transfer between neighboring sites
in the LHA (Wvl = 0.65 ps). This could be explained by
an equidistant distribution of the N - 1 = 12 pigment
dimers of the LHA that are on a single ring around the
RC, provided that the transition dipole moments of the
LHA pigments are approximately tangential to the ring.
This orientation is the same as in the recently observed
structure of LH2 of Rps. acidophila (McDermott et al.,
1995). An alternative model contains a pair of pigment
dimers as its basic building block. It requires, however,
that all dimers are more or less on a single ring around the
RC. Also in this model, the transition dipole moments are
necessarily tangential to the pigment ring.
The conclusions above are based on a comparison of

transfer between LHA and RC with the hopping time within
the LHA; and their strength depends on the accuracy of
these parameters. Firstly, the estimate of the effective trap-
ping rate WT is reliable because this parameter limits the
exciton lifetime. In all models, the migration time con-
tributes less than 2%; and the limitedness was further
demonstrated by the two-level approximation and is in
agreement with the observed low value of the escape
ratio (a = 0.2-0.3).
The conclusion that the exciton lifetime is limited by

the delivery of excitons to the RC was also drawn from
time resolved measurements on site-specific RC mutants
of Rb. sphaeroides (Beekman et al., 1994). The charge
separation rate increased from 3.5 ps in wild-type up to
15 ps in the mutants, but the overall exciton lifetime
increased by no more than 30% from 46 ps to 60 ps. Let
us discuss this data with the perturbed two-level model.
For the wild-type, we assume that the escape ratio is
similar to that in Rs. rubrum, and Eqs. 14 and 15 lead to
the estimate W 1 = 39-34 ps and W 1 = 22-1 1 ps. The
latter values are in close agreement with Beekman et al.
(1994). If the same parameters are used for the mutant,
the estimated exciton lifetime is T = 73-91 ps, which is
considerably longer than the observed lifetime. This dis-
crepancy is related to the presence of a charge recombi-
nation rate of 225 ps, which gives rise to a slow phase in
the exciton decay in the mutants. With such a model, the
exciton decay becomes an equilibration process, and its
rate is obtained by summing those of the forward and
backward process: T' = 55-65 ps, which is in better
agreement with the experiment. Without this correction,
the perturbed two level model can only be used if the
charge recombination is slow with respect to the uncor-

The second important parameter is the hopping rate, for
which we used the estimate that was obtained earlier from
the analysis of singlet-singlet annihilation on a regular lat-
tice (Valkunas, 1989; Trinkunas and Valkunas, 1989;
Valkunas et al., 1995). This analysis may, however, be
affected by structural details in the small LH1 core particle.
Although its value was corrected for the presence of dimer
pairs, it may be necessary to re-analyze the annihilation
experiments with more detailed structural models, espe-
cially for isolated core particles that have a one-dimensional
organization of their sites.

Finally, the coordination number of the RC and the
number of LHA sites are crucial parameters in the anal-
ysis of the exciton trapping. In this paper, the LH1 core
antenna is modelled by 12 weakly coupled pigment
dimers, in accordance with triplet-minus-singlet spectra
(van Mourik et al., 1991; Visschers et al., 1991), but
delocalization over larger pigment clusters has been pro-
posed (Dracheva et al., 1994). The analysis of kinetic
data within such systems requires a more detailed model
for transfer between delocalized states; but by tentative
analogy to the case of rapidly equilibrating clusters, they
most likely require a relatively slow hopping between the
pigments at the cluster edge. This is possible if the
clusters are physically separated, but for clusters with
more than two or at most four pigments, this is difficult
to realize within a symmetric model. Whether or not this
delocalization occurs depends on the balance between
energetic disorder and interaction strengths.

In addition, recent high resolution electron microscopy of
reconstituted PSUs (Karrasch et al., 1995) indicates that
these PSUs may contain 32 pigments instead of 24. Such a

model dictates an even larger ratio of the rates of trapping
and hopping than was obtained in the analysis, which is not
in line with the present analysis. This difference can be
reconciled if transfer within the ring is in some way less
favorable than transfer to the RC.
The models developed in this paper can be applied to

various photosynthetic light harvesting systems. Their main
advantage is that they allow flexibility in the rates of trans-
fer between the RC and its surroundings. The perturbed
two-level model does not require a regular LHA lattice and
can be applied as long as the PSU is sufficiently small to
describe the migration within the antenna as a perturbation.
The local trap models are applicable to larger PSUs. In prin-

ciple they require a regular lattice structure for the LHA, but
numerical simulations indicate that accurate approximations of
the exciton lifetime can also be obtained in less symmetric
lattices. As yet, there is no theoretical basis for this.

APPENDIX A

The trap as a local perturbation of a lattice
In this appendix, we discuss the approximation that Valkunas, Kudz-
mauskas, and Liuolia (Kudzmauskas et al., 1983; Valkunas et al., 1986)
derived for the longest exciton decay time (T), i.e., the smallest eigen-

rected , i.e., if the slow exciton decay phase is absent.
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adapt this approximation for application to smaller lattices. Ti
menclature that is necessary for this approximation implicitly illu;
the relation with the expression that Hemenger et al. (1972) deriv
the zeroth moment, or time integral, of the exciton population.

The approach requires rotational as well as translational symmi
the lattice, so that all neighboring sites of the trap are equivalent
condition is satisfied by square and hexagonal lattices, but not by r

gular lattices. We consider only nearest neighbor transfer and
additional loss channels such as fluorescence. If necessary, these
added afterwards to the exciton decay rate, at least as long as the lo
is equal for all lattice sites. The rate matrix (W) of the perturbed lattic
separated in two contributions:

W= W°+ U

The rate matrix Ho of the unperturbed lattice is symmetric and its
values An can be determined analytically. The perturbation mal
contains only a few nonzero entries of the form WT- Wh, WD - M
,y. The kinetics of the perturbed lattice is discussed below in terms
Green's functions:

G°(s) = (s -W0)-1 and G(s) = (s - W)

perturbation s(-y) of this solution can be expressed as a power series,
i.e., up to second order:

s(y) = ay + bi + 0(i3) (A6)
of which the coefficients a and b should be determined by substitution in
Eq. A4. First we substitute Eq. A6 in the individual terms to obtain these
as a function of y up to first order:

sGo
I

N A + ° (i) N + a Wh y+0 (_)
n*O

(A7)
(Al) ZyGo0(,y) = Na + (-Wa2 + h)

where the structure function hd(N) depends only on the unperturbed
lattice. By substitution in Eq. A4 its zeroth and first order terms in y are
obtained:

(A2) 0=
zWh(WT(a + 1) + WD(N - 1)a)

Na
which are simply the inverse matrices of s -W° and s - W respectively,
where s stands for "s times the identity matrix." The eigenvalues of a
matrix are directly related to the singularities of its Green's function. On
the other hand, the Green's function is related to the Laplace transform of
the exciton population, which converges to its zeroth moment in the limit
s -> 0. Typically, Go and U are known, and the matrix G must be evaluated.
This may be done with Dyson's equation:

G = Go + G°UG (A3)

which is simple to check by substitution of Eq. A2. The Green's function
G occurs on both sides of the expression and cannot immediately be
obtained. Let us therefore consider the entries Goo and G.0, where x
represents the neighboring sites to the trap that is arbitrarily set at site n =
0. All GXo are equal because of the rotational symmetry of the lattice, and
both are functions of s. Because U has few nonzero entries, the evaluation
of Goo and GXo with Eq. A3 requires only those same two entries on the
right-hand side of the equation. This forms a set of two linear equations
with two unknowns.

Hemenger et al. (1972) obtained the entire Green's function matrix by
the above-mentioned approach. This leads to a complicated expression for
the Laplace transform of the exciton population, which transforms to the
zeroth moment by taking the limit s -* 0.

In contrast Valkunas, Kudzmauskas, and Liuolia (Kudzmauskas et al.,
1983; Valkunas et al., 1986) obtained an equation for the eigenvalues s of
the perturbed lattice. This requires that Goo is singular, and thus that the
determinant of the two equations is zero. This leads to Eq. 25 in Valkunas
et al. (1986):

ZWhWT('Y + s)Goo- (y + s)(WT- Wh)(l - sGoo)
+ zWhWD(l - sGoo) = 0

(A4)

With all kinetic parameters known, this is indeed an equation for s. Note
that Go° itself is also a function of s and may be expressed as:

10s 1 1 1 1 (A5)N s-A1n Ns N s-An

The second equality is obtained from the assumption that 'y is the only
decay channel so that the unperturbed system has a single equilibrium state
with eigenvalue A0 = 0. To solve Eq. A4, the authors ignored all terms of
order s2 and 1IN, which leads to a linear equation for s.

This approach is not correct for small lattices (N ' 10). We propose
to adapt it by considering y as a perturbation. It may be checked that for
y = 0, Eq. A4 has a solution s = 0. If sufficiently smooth, the

+ N [zWhWT 2 + zWTN(a + l)hd(N)
N a

(a+ 1)(WT- Wh)(N 1)

(A8)

- zWDahd(N)N] + 0(,y)

This equation can only be satisfied if both terms are zero. The former
requires:

WT
a

WT ~~~~~~(A9)WT + WD(N- 1)
and the latter:

a -(a z+ )(N-- 1)a2 Zl)(h ZWT 1

+ (WT(a + 1) - WDa) hd(N) (A10)

WT+ WD(N- 1) (N- 1)WD(N-1) (Z T ZWhtN

+ WD hd(N) N2
WT + WD(N 1) Wh

This, gives an expression for the slowest decay rate s, or instead the
exciton lifetime:

1 1 b
=-- =-- + + 0(y)s ay a

_WT + WD(N- 1) I WD(N- 1)
WT y +WT + WD(N- 1) (All)

N-1 I I N2 1x --- +~~~~hd(N)W + 0(y)
Thsep Z WT Wh +N-1asdem W i Eq.

This expression is identical to MO(PEQ), as demonstrated in Eq. 6.
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APPENDIX B

The perturbed two-level model

In this appendix, an approximation is developed that describes exciton
quenching by a trap in a relatively small lattice (N ' 10). In such systems
the trap is not a local perturbation, especially if transfer between trap and
lattice is slower than within the lattice. On the other hand the fast equili-
bration within the lattice may be regarded as a perturbation instead.

There are two ways to describe this perturbation. One may start from the
case that transfer within the lattice is infinitely fast (Wh 1 = 0). In that case,

the antenna remains at equilibrium and the system is modeled by two
levels, one for the trap and one for the lattice. A case of finite equilibration
can be described as a "perturbation of the two-level model."

Alternatively, one may start with a lattice with a hole and attach the trap
as a perturbation. The two approaches are equivalent, because the rates can
be scaled. Below we follow the "attached trap approach," which avoids the
singularity of the rate matrix at (Wh' = 0). Nevertheless, the perturbation
of the exciton lifetime is linear in the hopping time Wh1.

First, some aspects of the perturbation approach are considered, because
it differs somewhat from the standard approach used in quantum mechan-
ics. Next, the perturbation is evaluated for the LHA model. The first order
perturbation leads to the two-level model described in the text, and is
obtained without any assumption on the lattice symmetry. The second
order perturbation describes the migration within the lattice and requires
some symmetry in the connection between the lattice and the trap.
A perturbation approach considers one or more eigenvectors and eig-

envalues of a matrix:

H= HO+ aU (B1)

The scalar at describes all cases between the unperturbed (a = 0) situation
and the final perturbation (a = 1). The eigenvector and eigenvalue are a
function of a, which can be described as a power-series if the functions are
sufficiently smooth:

Hy= ,uy with 2
'i- = P0 + lila + g2a

2 + * * .

(B2)

In the following, we are mainly interested in the eigenvalues, because these
correspond to the kinetic rates of the systems. The lowest coefficients of
the power-series are obtained by combining Eqs. B1 and B2 into a set
of matrix equations:

HOY = p-oYo

HOy, + UyO= g.oyi + AlYo (B3)

HO0y2 + UY1 = JOY2 + ALIYI + p2YO
In our particular case, Ho is the rate matrix of the unperturbed lattice,
including the isolated trap, whereas U introduces the connectivity between
the two as a perturbation. There are two differences with respect to the
standard perturbation approach. Firstly, the unperturbed lattice contains
two independent equilibrium states, so that the eigenvalue under consid-
eration is degenerate. Secondly, the perturbation matrix U can be asym-
metric. We assume that Ho is symmetric, and thus has an orthonormal basis
of eigenvectors x. with corresponding eigenvalues An, and that the asym-
metry of U does not impair diagonalization. In that case, the first equation
of B3 indicates that MO is an eigenvalue of Ho:

,l0 = An (B4)

From the first equality it appears that yo is not just an eigenvector of Ho, but
also of P.U, and p,1 is its eigenvalue. We assume that P,U has no
degenerate eigenvalues, and thus lifts the degeneracy. In the second ex-
pression, UT is the transposed matrix of U, whereas y'o is part of the
expression for the adjoint eigenvector y' = 2 y'an of fiT, adjoint to y.
This simultaneous determination of the adjoint eigenvector is necessary,
because the matrix is no longer symmetric to this order. Finally, from the
third equation in B3, the second order term is obtained:

(YO, UY1) - 1,.1(YS, Yi) (YO, UY1) (YO, UPny1)
P2 ~~(YO,YO) (Y°0 YO) (B6)

= E(Xn,Y)(Yo, UXn) (Xng Uyo)(yo, UXn)

AnO,9 (YO,Yo) = n*Po ( - An)(Y& Yo)

The results above can be applied to a lattice with trap. We consider
perturbation of the eigenvalues A0 = A1 = 0 corresponding to the equi-
librium states: xo = { 1, 0, * *, 0) and xl = IO, 1, * * *, 1 )I(N - 1) on the
trap and the lattice, respectively. Note that xl is not normalized. The zeroth
order perturbation is go = 0 for both states. To obtain i,u, we must study
POU. By straightforward calculation we find:

(XO UXO)/IX012 = W = Y - W = -Y WD
i*O

(X1, UX0)11X12 = E WO = WD
i#o

(B7)

(XO, UXl)IIXoI2 = 1 >1 Wo0= WT
i*O

(xl,UXi)IIX112 = I-IN-i E.WoiWT
ioo i0o

All coefficients are directly expressed in the effective transfer rates as
defined in Eq. 7 in the text. From this, the matrix of POU can be expressed
in the basis (xo, xl}:

PU [- Y ;WD WT]
° L WD -WT] (B8)

This is identical to the rate matrix for a two level system, and the first order
perturbations of the two eigenvalues are equal to the time constants of
this system, i.e., ,u ± = A.. The corresponding eigenvectors are
Yo-+=(WT+A+)x0+ WDxl (again, not normalized). The adjoint eigenvector
Y'o± = (WT + A+)xo + (N - l)WTx1 is similarly obtained.

Because in general, POU lifts the degeneracy, the second order pertur-
bation can be evaluated with Eq. B6. It is necessary to include the other
eigenvectors x. of Ho and assume that the transfer only occurs between the
trap and a set Q? of neighbors in the lattice at fixed rates Woi = WT and
WiO = WD. With this limitation we obtain:

(Xn, UXO) = E XniWio = WD >1
i*O iEtrf

(xn, UxI) = nii=
i*O

XEni

isQ

(B9)
If this eigenvalue is degenerate, yo is not determined but can be further
investigated with the help of a projection operator on the eigenspace P,,x=
Y,, = A,,(xm, x)xm. From the second equation in B3 it is readily demon-
strated that:

PfULYO = I11Yo (B5)

(XO, Uxn) = I WOiXni = (N 1)WT > Z
i:Ao ieQ

(X1, Uxn) = E N-1 = WT E Z
i*O iEL-l
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The presence of the xn is limited only to the average of their entries over
fl. With yo± and y'± obtained above this leads to:

(Xn, UyOt) = A+±WD I ni
iEfk

(YO+t UXJ) = A(N-1)WT > -z (B 10)
iEfk

(Yo+ Yo±) = (WT + A+) + WTWD

from which the second order perturbation is found by substitution in
Eq. B6:

A2 (N-_ 1)WT

=2 (W + A÷)2 + W (Wgd(N)Wh)
where:

gd(N) E (B12)

is a function related only to the structure of the lattice. It is analogous to the
structure function hd(N) for the local trap models, except that each term is
scaled with the above-mentioned average entry of the corresponding eig-
envector.

With these results, we can describe the kinetics of the perturbed two-
level system by two rate constants: ,u_ = AI_ + ,U2_ + O(Wh-2). They
may also be expressed as time constants:

L1)=-_1 =- (B13)

(N- I)WTWD (W2

( + A±)2 + WW gd(N)W; +oW(Wh)

APPENDIX C

Averaged orientation factor for transfer to the
reaction center

As modelled by Forster's theory, and illustrated in Eq. 16, the rate of
exciton transfer between two pigments depends, besides other parameters,
on their relative position (r12) and the orientation of their transition dipole
moments (A, and p2). In the case of point dipoles, the effect of the
orientations is determined by the square of the orientation factor K for
dipole-dipole interaction:

K2 = ((,1, I2) -3(Z1, r12)(P2, i12)) (C1)

where "A" denotes the unit vectors. The orientation factor K2 varies be-
tween zero and four and has considerable effect on individual transfer rates.
More serious, however, is that even in a symmetric structure, the average
transfer to and from particular sites can be considerably affected. We
illustrate this for transfer between a single RC and a symmetric ring of N
LHA sites around it. The transition dipole moments of the RC and the LHA
pigments are assumed to be parallel to the (xy) plane of the ring, and the
RC is arbitrarily placed in the origin of the coordinate system. Its transition
dipole moment is characterized by a single angle (a):

cos a
A

= sin a (C2)
O01

The LHA pigments are equally spaced across the ring with angles 0 =
2Srr/N between them, whereas the transition dipole moments of each pig-
ment is at an angle (()) with its position vector. Vertical displacement
between the LHA ring and the RC is included by the angle (8):

[cos(nO + 4) [cos 6 cos(nO)1
A sin(nO +4) = cos 6 sin(nO) (C3)
[O J sin ]

The dipole-dipole orientation factor Kn between the RC and pigment n is
readily found and the average of K2 can be obtained by considering that
for any N # 2 and any angles (3, (3, and (32, (cos(2nO + ()) = 0, so
that ((nO + 131)cos(nO + (32)) = COS((31 - (32)/2, and thus:

(K2) = ((cos(nO + (A - a) - 3 cos 62 cos 4 cos(nO - a))2)

1 + 3 cos 62(3 cos 62 - 2)cos (A2
2 (C4)2

which is independent ofN and the orientation a of the RC. If the RC and
the LHA pigments are in the one plane 8 = 0, and the result simplifies to:

2) 1 + 3 COS ¢)2 (=

+cs4 (C5)
n2

The average orientation factor varies between 0.5 for tangential arrange-
ment (4 = 'r/2) and 2 for radial arrangement (4 = 0) of the LHA pigments.
This variation decreases for nonzero values of S.
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